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 المستخلص

 البحثا ح دد بعربشدد حبحلاخللالبيب سددلتتهلبسطت بماضددمءبه ئ بحثلا يوبابرب لغيري ب
حثت  ئ بث اوب سلارينب مب اوبست   باضتبه ئ بحثلا يوبعمم  ملبحثلااي بثة ي بحثلص لب

بح لىاحدي باضتبه ئ بحثلا يوبثرمرم   بيب احة بحثلىر  بحعىمئ ةب   بحثلىر  با ب ىا.
ثحس ىيبحثا ح ددددددددددد بحع اجبحثلار ا بحثنم بثر إلبحثىرم بثأثكبيالبحثتقتلبارابمثا ب

بحعلغيري بحعسلارينباراب لغيربحثا ح  .
وببالجم ىملبحثسىتدي بثأثكبلأ   بثقم يبحثا ح  بارابمجلمعب  منالبماضمءبه ئ بسا ي

لى ممبيلىر ب ص ما ب  م ملبحثلىر  بحلحايلبثع  حءب م بحعم بب2030 لغيربحثا ح  بباث س  بث شي ب
بحث ر  بثحثي   بارابجتدةبثس ملىس  بماضمءبه ئ بحثلا يو.

ثقابخرصددديبحثا ح ددد بعربسااي ب ىم لالبسغيربأثبدلاث بحةصدددمة  با اب سدددلتتهلبحثردددكب
 يبةمث بحس معب املى بحثلىر  با ب ىا.ب1.2يبةمث بحث ايا بحثت  ئ  بثق م بب2.26 اي ب ا م بحثلار

 سدددلتوبسطت باضدددتبه ئ بحثلا يو بسم  دددملبحثلااي بثة ي بحثلصددد لببكلمات افتتاحية:
بحثت  ئ  بحلا لىاحدي  ب رم   باضتبه ئ بحثلا يوبيب احة بحثلىر  بحعىمئ  بحثلىر  با ب ىا.
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Introduction: 

Faculty development, a quality that contributes to fostering faculty 

knowledge, skills, and professional competence in different educational 

settings (Light et al., 2009; Steps, Coertjens, & Van Petegem, 2010; 

Steinert et al., 2006), has taken on increased global importance over the 

last two decades. Covering all instructional quality, curriculum 

development, and assessment improvement activities to enhance faculty 

teaching and student performance (McLean, Cilliers & Van Wyk, 2008), 

faculty development varies significantly concerning scope, operation, and 

purposes. It can also be realized in various ways. On the one hand, faculty 

development can be achieved through one-on-one sessions in which new 

faculty are coached on specific topics and have their individual 

professional needs addressed. On the other hand, faculty development can 

also be realized through the implementation of short workshops on 

learning and teaching strategies, instructional effectiveness, or technology 

integration for all faculty members who are to teach (Condon et al., 2016). 

Though these methods, among others, can increase faculty development, 

they hold limited effectiveness for assessing current faculty development 

levels. Such an assessment demands a more comprehensive yet pragmatic 

view of faculty development consisting of faculty practices oriented toward 

preparing for the future (Steinert et al., 2016). This view allows for a 

concrete characterization of faculty development based on observable and 

measurable variablesب. 
This study seeks to advance such a concrete characterization of 

faculty development by assessing its relationship with two qualities: 

discretion, defined as a faculty member’s exercise of discretion and 

professional judgement, and online willingness, defined as a faculty 

member’s openness to a paradigm shift attaching increased importance to 
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interactive and online education. To conduct such an assessment, the 

study follows a traditional scientific paradigm centering on a quantitative 

analysis specifying faculty development regarding the extent to which 

faculty members exercise discretion and employ interactive online 

education activities. By shedding light on the relationship of faculty 

discretion and online willingness to faculty development in Saudi higher 

education, the study contributes to the literature in a fashion particularly 

relevant in the context of the importance Saudi 2030 vision places on 

education, advanced technology, and human capital. 
The balance of this discussion reviews the relevant literature, 

identifies the current study’s hypotheses, outlines the procedures and 

results of the empirical research, and offers concluding remarks. 

Significance of the Study: 

The objective of this study is to endogenously specify the level of 

faculty development in Saudi higher education by understanding the 

respective impact of two exogenous variables [1] faculty discretion and 

exercise of professional judgement (discretion), and [2] faculty openness 

to a paradigm shift that revolves around interactive and online education 

(online willingness). The study choice of a comprehensive and pragmatic 

view of faculty development in terms of the level of faculty members’ 

preparedness for the future allows for a robust characterization for faculty 

development based on observable and measurable variables, and so 

investigating the impact of faculty discretion and online willingness on the 

level of faculty development. Furthermore, the study contributes to the 

contemporary literature by shedding light on the roles of faculty discretion 

and online willingness in a Saudi higher education setting.  This is 
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particularly relevant given the importance that Saudi 2030 vision places on 

education, advanced technology, and human capitalبب. 

Objectives of the Study: 

In the light of the preceding discussion, the study has two main 

objectivesت 
1-Reporting a statistically significant parameter estimate that 

purports to the difference in the level of faculty development between the 

two types of faculty members separated by the exercise of discretion and 

professional judgement while holding constant online willingness. 
2-Reporting a statistically significant parameter estimate purports 

to the difference in faculty development between the two types of faculty 

members separated by online willingness while holding constant the level 

of discretion and exercise of professional judgment. 
 ب

Literature Review and Hypothesis Development: 

Literature Review: 

Faculty development holds enormous importance concerning the 

success of the educational enterprise, as developed faculty tend to make 

more appropriate use of good instructional strategies, interact better with 

students, utilize collaborative, inquiry-based, and problem-solving learning 

techniques more effectively, and employ best practices in building 

curriculum and selecting assessments (Gülbahar & Adnan, 2020). In 

addition, developed faculty inspire satisfaction among administrators, the 

community at large and, perhaps most importantly, among students (Elliott 

& Oliver, 2016; Perez, McShannon, & Hynes, 2012). McShannon and Hynes 
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(2012) report a respectable 7.9% increase in students’ overall academic 

achievement and 4% improvement in overall student retention after the 

formalization of faculty development, improvements likely related to 

developed faculty members’ predilection for employing empirically well-

supported learning methods to enhance student engagement, 

collaboration, and performance (Condon et al., 2016). Student benefits 

stemming from engagement with developed faculty extend well beyond the 

classroom, as well: Phuong, Cole, and Zarestky (2018) document that 

developed faculty play an effective role not only in improving student 

academic performance but also in enhancing their personal development 

and post-graduation employment outcomes. 
 Though faculty development has been a concern since the 

inception of modern education, the formal roots of its increased 

contemporary importance can be traced to the 1970s. Up until the 1970s, 

conventional thinking equated the quality of an educational setting with 

the content knowledge of its faculty members (Kamel, 2016). As a result, 

most universities recruited faculty members based on their content 

knowledge rather than their competence in teaching, which later resulted 

in increasing criticism of educational institutions for poor instructional 

quality and deteriorating student academic performance (Gruppen et al., 

2003). Together with the conditions that inspired it, such criticism led to 

the initiation of formal faculty development in the 1970s (McLeod & 

Steinert, 2010). For example, Gaff (1975) emphasized the need for 

development programs to augment faculty members’ skills in teaching, 

communication, and the design of advanced curricula. Similarly, Stritter 

(1983) called for individual consultations with faculty members to enhance 

their teaching competence and augment the collaborative educational 

setting overall. 
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Starting in the 1970s, many universities and faculty began to use 

behavioral models to evaluate course objectives, lectures and outcomes 

(Condon et al., 2016). Writing clear objectives, course materials and 

validated assessments came to be identified as skills possessed by well-

developed faculty members (Steinert et al., 2016). The 1980s saw the 

behavioral influence of the previous decade supplanted in favor of a 

cognitive framework placing learning at the center of initiatives (McLean, 

Cilliers & Van Wyk, 2008), a shift followed in the 1990s by a move away 

from the cognitive learning framework to a social learning model focused 

on collaborative learning (Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye & O'malley 1996). The 

increased importance of social models was underpinned by studies 

assessing the relative impacts of individual work and group-based work on 

student academic performance (Palincsar & Brown, 1989; Blaye & 

Chambres, 1991). In the first decade of the 2000s, by contrast, faculty 

development mainly concentrated on technology integration, empirically 

validated best practices, and the use of research-based techniques to 

enhance learning. In this period, interdisciplinary skills like cultural 

competence and research methods penetrated the world of faculty 

development more extensively (McLean, Cilliers, & Van Wyk, 2008)ب. 
Contemporary constructions of faculty development must include 

previously undocumented qualities. One such quality is that of faculty 

discretion and exercise of professional judgement, an increasingly 

essential trait given the rapidly changing ontological and epistemological 

assumptions with which faculty members must grapple when designing 

instructional and assessment activities. A second previously 

undocumented quality holding increased importance for faculty 

development involves faculty members’ willingness to participate in online 

education programs, instructional methodologies made necessary by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In this regard, Steinhart et al. (2016) and Beach et al. 
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(2016) contend that faculty exercise of professional judgement and faculty 

ability to carry out multi-modal online teaching activities may significantly 

define the extent to which faculty members are developed in the futureبب. 

Hypothesis Development   :  

In the light of the preceding, the present empirical study proceeds 

by testing the following hypothesesت 
Hypothesis One. The null hypothesis holds faculty exercise of 

discretion does not impact faculty development, while the alternative 

hypothesis holds that faculty exercise of discretion has a positive impact 

on faculty development. These hypotheses are summarized as followsت 
H10: Discretion has no impact on faculty development 

H1a: Discretion has a positive impact on faculty development 

Hypothesis Two. The null hypothesis holds that online willingness 

does not impact faculty development, while the alternative hypothesis 

holds that online willingness positively impacts faculty development. 

These hypotheses are summarized as followsت 
H20: Online willingness has no impact on faculty development 

H2a: Online willingness has a positive impact on faculty 

development 

Empirical Study: 

Following a traditional scientific paradigm, the present study centers 

on a quantitative analysis whose objective involves explaining the 

endogenous variable of faculty development in terms of two exogeneous 

variables: discretion, or the exercise of discretion and professional 

judgement, and online willingness, or faculty willingness to participate in 

online education platforms. The population for the present study consists 
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of faculty members affiliated with two Saudi universities for which data 

were available: King Saud University and the Islamic University of 

Madinah. The study estimates the degree of faculty development in terms 

of the exercise of discretion and professional judgement (discretion) and 

faculty willingness to participate in online education programs (online 

willingness) according to the following equationت 
the level of faculty development = f (discretion, online willingness, 

and other exogenous variables) 

The empirical analysis then follows by estimating the model 

parsimoniously and reporting respective parameter estimates, particularly 

the respective parameter estimates corresponding to the impact of the 

degree of discretion on the level of faculty development and the impact of 

the degree of online willingness on the level of faculty development. 

Data Collection: 

The dataset for this study consists of the population of faculty 

members at King Saud University and at the Islamic University of Madinah, 

for which data records are available. The exogenous variables’ measures 

of formative assessment deployment and interactive online education 

methodologies are reported for each faculty member based on the review 

of course files and class reports submitted up to January 2020. Faculty 

members for whom no course files or class reports were available were 

eliminated from the study sample. The endogenous variable measure of 

the number of peer-reviewed research papers published in 2019 is similarly 

reported for each included faculty member. Faculty members who 

published either no papers or more than eight papers in 2019 were 

eliminated from the study sample. The study sets the lower limit of one 

paper and the upper limit of eight papers to mitigate against the presence 

of outliers and to produce robust estimates of the extent to which faculty 
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exercise of discretion and willingness to participate in online education 

explain the degree of faculty development. This double filtration excluded 

more than three-quarters of available faculty members, yielding a study 

sample consisting of 1014 individualsب. 

Variable Measurement and Coding: 

The study variable of the degree of faculty development is measured 

continuously between one and eight. The exogenous variable indicating 

exercise of discretion is measured on a binary basis as ‘yes’ when 

formative assessment evidence is found in course files and class reports, 

and ‘no’ otherwise. The other exogenous variable indicating willingness to 

participate in online education programs is likewise measured on a binary 

basis as ‘yes’ when evidence of interactive online material is found in 

course files and class reports, and ‘no’ otherwise. The two measures of the 

exogenous variables are coded ‘1’ for ‘yes,’ and ‘0’ for ‘no’. 

Empirical Analysis: 

This study estimates the degree of faculty development in terms of 

discretion, the exercise of discretion and professional judgement, and in 

terms of online willingness, the willingness to participate in online 

education programs according to the following functional formت 
FF: the level of faculty development = f (discretion, online 

willingness, and other exogenous variables) 

For ease of exposition, the collective impact of all exogenous 

variables other than discretion and online willingness is assumed to cancel 

out and reduce to an expected value of zero while maintaining the Gauss-

Markov data generating process with well-behaved mathematical 
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properties.  The functional form thus reduces to the following specification 

formت 
SF: The level of faculty development (i) = b0 + b1*discretion (i) 

+b2*online_willingness (i) + e (i) 

Faculty development comprises the number of peer-reviewed 

research papers published in 2019; (i) is an index for faculty members 

included in the dataset; b1 & b2 are rates for change (the derivatives) 

pertaining to the change in the endogenous variable stimulated by a 

corresponding change in the respective exogenous variables; b0 is an 

intercept term that the endogenous variable collapses on whenever any of 

the exogenous variables or the respective derivatives b1 & b2 take the 

value of zero; discretion is an exogenous variable measured on binary basis 

according to whether a faculty member employs formative assessment; 

online_willingness is an exogenous variable measured on a binary basis 

according to whether a faculty member employs interactive online 

activities; and e is a Gauss-Markov error term with the independent and 

identical statistical distribution e ~ N(0, K). 
Employing binary measures of discretion and online willingness 

leads to the following modelت 
M1: b0 + b1 + b2 is the faculty member applies formative 

assessment and employs interactive online activities 

M2: b0 + b1 if the faculty member applies formative assessment but 

does not employ interactive online activities 

M3: b0 + b2 if the faculty member employs interactive online 

activities but does not apply formative assessment 

M4: b0 if the faculty member does not apply formative assessment 

or interactive online activities 
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The coefficients can be interpreted according to the following 

systemت 
S1: b0 is the average number of peer-reviewed papers published by 

faculty members who do not apply formative assessment (and hence do 

not exercise discretion) or employ interactive online activities (and hence 

are not willing to participate in online education) 

S2: b0 + b1 is the average number of peer-reviewed papers 

published by faculty members who apply formative assessment (and hence 

exercise discretion) while holding constant whether faculty members 

employ online activities interactively 

S3: b0 + b2 is the average number of peer-reviewed papers 

published by faculty members who employ online activities interactively 

(and hence are willing to participate in online education) while holding 

constant whether faculty members apply formative assessment 

S4: b0 + b1 + b2 is the average number of peer-reviewed papers 

published by faculty members who apply formative assessment and 

employ online interactive online activities 

S5: b1 comprises the average difference in published peer-reviewed 

papers between faculty members who do and do not employ formative 

assessment while holding constant employment of interactive online 

activities 

S6: b2 comprises the average difference in published peer-reviewed 

papers between faculty members who do and do not employ interactive 

online activities while holding constant employment of formative 

assessment 

S7: b1 + b2 is the average difference in published peer-reviewed 

papers between faculty members who do employ both formative 

assessment and interactive online activities and those who do not 
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As substantiated by the regression output (Appendix 2), this study 

strongly rejects the null hypothesis that discretion has no impact on faculty 

development and supports the alternative hypothesis that discretion 

positively impacts faculty development with a b1 parameter estimate of 

2.26 that is significant at all conventional levels. Similarly, the study also 

strongly rejects the null hypothesis that online willingness has no impact 

on faculty development, supporting the alternative hypothesis that online 

willingness positively impacts faculty development with a b2 parameter 

estimate of 1.2 that is significant at all conventional levels.  The regression 

holds an explanatory power of almost 72.7% that is also significant at all 

conventional levelsبب. 
The results show that whereas faculty members who do not exercise 

discretion or employ interactive online activities produce about two-yearly 

papers on average, faculty members who exercise discretion while willing 

to engage in online education platforms produce a total of almost six 

papers on average (i.e., nearly four more papers on average). Thus, 

regarding how the present study operationalizes faculty development, 

discretion-exercising, and online-willingness-displaying faculty members 

show significantly more development than their colleagues who do not 

share these qualitiesب. 
Though this study produces empirical evidence favoring the positive 

impact of discretion and online willingness on the level of faculty 

development, future research studies may include more exogenous, right-

hand side variables to parsimoniously specify the level of faculty 

development. 
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Concluding Remarks and Limitations: 

The present study produces two statistically significant parameter 

estimates: the estimate of 2.26 describes the difference in development 

levels between faculty members who exercise and those who do not while 

holding willingness to participate in online education constant; likewise, an 

estimate of 1.2 describes the difference in development levels between 

faculty members who display a willingness to participate in online 

education and those who do not while holding exercise of discretion 

constant. The regression, which specifies faculty development regarding 

discretion and online willingness, has an explanatory power greater than 

72% and is statistically significant at all conventional levels. Thus, the 

empirical output of this study supports the proposition that the variables 

of faculty discretion and online willingness have a significant and positive 

impact on the level of faculty development.  Along those lines, this study 

choice of a comprehensive and pragmatic view of faculty development in 

terms of the level of faculty members’ preparedness for the future allows 

for a robust characterization for faculty development based on observable 

and measurable variables while investigating the impact of faculty 

discretion and online willingness on the level of faculty development.  

Toward this end, the study contributes to the contemporary literature by 

shedding light on the roles of faculty discretion and online willingness in a 

Saudi higher education setting.  This is particularly relevant given the 

importance that Saudi 2030 vision places on education, advanced 

technology, and human capitalبب. 
However, it is important to note that the output of this study is 

greatly limited by variable measurement and the ease of exposition. 

Though this study measures faculty development in terms of publications, 

discretion in formative assessment, and online willingness by the 

deployment of online education methodologies, there are many alternative 
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ways to represent the same underlying theoretical constructs with different 

measures. The study is also limited by the ease of empirical exposition and 

the choice of convenience over tractability. In this vein, the extent to which 

faculty members are developed is a compound variable that may be 

specified parsimoniously by many right-hand variables, broadly 

categorized after a typical education production model into institutional 

and non-institutional (Roodt, 2012). This study, nonetheless, underlines 

the role of faculty exercise of judgement and online willingness about 

faculty development. The present study thus seeks to ameliorate the 

dearth of research exploring the impacts of discretion and willingness to 

engage in online instruction on faculty development, a significant gap given 

that faculty exercise of professional judgement and faculty ability to carry 

out multi-modal online teaching activities may significantly define the 

extent to which faculty members are developed in the future (Steinhart et 

al. 2016; Beach et al., 2016). 
Note: Generally, the work is plausible, but with some minor 

corrections as observed. 
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Abstract (9) 

This study seeks to explore faculty development levels in Saudi higher 

education in connection with two qualities: discretion, defined as the 

exercise of professional judgement, and online willingness, defined as 

openness to a paradigm shift attaching increased importance to interactive 

and online education. Specifically, this study investigates the impact of each 

of these qualities on faculty development levels. Following a traditional 

scientific paradigm, the investigation centers on a quantitative analysis. 

Accordingly, the level of faculty development is specified in terms of the 

extent to which discretion is exercised and the degree of interactive 

deployment of online education activities. The study produces two 

parameter estimates statistically significant at all levels: first, it identifies a 

parameter estimate of 2.26 between the development levels of faculty 

members who exercise discretion and professional judgement and those 

who do not while controlling for online willingness; second, it identifies a 

parameter estimate of 1.2 between the development levels of faculty 

members displaying online willingness and those who do not while 

controlling for the exercise of discretion and professional judgement. By 

shedding light on the relationship of faculty discretion and online 

willingness to faculty development in Saudi higher education, the study 

contributes to the literature in a fashion particularly relevant in the context 

of the importance Saudi 2030 vision places on education, advanced 

technology, and human capital . 

Keywords: Faculty development, paradigm shift, online willingness, 

professional judgement 
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